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Parker Racor Village Marine Tec’s new LT Series Watermakers
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Gardena, California, March 15, 2010 - Racor Division of Parker Hannifin Corporation, the global leader in
motion and control technologies, is pleased to announce the release of a new series of watermakers for
marine applications globally. The LT Series desalinators offer fresh water independence for ocean
crossings, extended voyages, or cruising where dock water supplies are unreliable. The LT Series is
designed for end-users and fleet operators who require reliable fresh water production from a simple to
operate watermaker system. The LT Series is available in various models with capacities from 400-1800
GPD. The frame is compact and can be mounted above or below the water line in a vessel. The units
feature a semi-modular frame format for installation flexibility, i.e. the boost pump and pre-filters are
supplied as loose items.
Features and benefits include: compact stainless steel high pressure pump head that is resistant to the
corrosive seawater environment; sediment pre-filter with a 5-micron rating, magnetic drive low pressure
pump which never requires seal replacement; glycerin-filled pressure gauges; flow meters to monitor
freshwater production; freshwater flush system and optional timed automatic flush with adjustable interval
& duration for set-and-forget flushing; 316 stainless steel pressure regulator is adjustable to allow
operation in brackish or fresh water; electrical control panel NEMA 4X with motor starter and pump
controls; automatic diversion valve that diverts water to discharge if water quality drops below acceptable
standards; and a digital water quality monitor which displays the purity of product water output. For more
information, please see bulletin number 7935.
The leading specialist in the watermaker technology to the USCG, US Navy, and others, for over 30
years, Racor Village Marine Tec. is dedicated to serving the fresh water needs of mariners.
www.villagemarine.com
With annual sales exceeding $10 billion, Parker Hannifin is the world's leading diversified manufacturer of
motion and control technologies and systems, providing precision-engineered solutions for a wide variety
of mobile, industrial and aerospace markets. The company employs approximately 52,000 people in 48
countries around the world. Parker has increased its annual dividends paid to shareholders for 53
consecutive years, among the top five longest-running dividend-increase records in the S&P 500 index.
For more information, visit the company's web site at http://www.parker.com, or its investor information
site at www.phstock.com
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